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Abstract
While legitimacy dynamics are paramount in global governance, they have been insuf-
ficiently recognized, conceptualized, and explained in standard accounts of international
cooperation. This special issue aims to advance the empirical study of legitimacy and
legitimation in global governance. It engages with the question of when, how, and why
international organizations (IOs) gain, sustain, and lose legitimacy in world politics. In
this introduction, we first conceptualize legitimacy as the belief that an IO’s authority is
appropriately exercised, and legitimation and delegitimation as processes of justification
and contestation intended to shape such beliefs. We then discuss sources of variation in
legitimation processes and legitimacy beliefs, with a particular focus on the authority,
procedures, and performances of IOs. Finally, we describe the methods used to empir-
ically study legitimacy and legitimation, preview the articles of the special issue, and
chart next steps for this research agenda.
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Legitimacy is central for international organizations (IOs) to make a difference in world
politics. While states have granted IOs more political authority in recent decades, in the
expectation that they can help solve pressing problems and shape practices, IOs’ long-
term capacity to deliver is conditioned on their legitimacy in the eyes of governments and
citizens. As Buchanan and Keohane (2006, 407) put it, B[t]he perception of legitimacy
matters, because, in a democratic era, multilateral institutions will only thrive if they are
viewed as legitimate by democratic publics.^ In this respect, IOs are not different from
other organizations in political life (Parsons 1960; Meyer and Rowan 1977; Dahl and
Lindblom 1992).
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First, legitimacy influences whether IOs remain relevant as the focal arenas for states’
efforts to coordinate policies and solve problems. In a world of forum shopping and
organizational turf battles, legitimacy is a crucial resource for IOs wishing to fend off
multilateral competitors and unilateral action (Morse and Keohane 2014; Zelli 2018). The
dwindling legitimacy of the International Criminal Court (ICC) in the eyes ofmanyAfrican
governments is widely seen as a challenge for the court’s relevance, leading to demands for
the establishment of an African court. Conversely, states actively seek the endorsement of
the United Nations (UN) Security Council because it lends international legitimacy to their
actions, thereby further reaffirming its stature.

Second, legitimacy affects the capacity of IOs to develop new rules and norms. When
IOs suffer from poor legitimacy among elites and citizens, this makes it more difficult to
gain governments’ support for ambitious policy goals and to secure ratification of new
agreements (Putnam 1988; Martin 2000; Sommerer and Agné 2018). For instance,
successive rejections of new European Union (EU) treaties by citizens in several countries
have put plans for further large-scale reforms on the back burner. Most recently and
dramatically, Britain voted to leave the EU, illustrating the importance of popular legiti-
macy for states’ active engagement in international cooperation, but also effects of
legitimacy crises for IO policy making.

Third, legitimacy influences IOs’ ability to secure compliance with international rules
and norms. In general, legitimacy is a much cheaper means to secure compliance than
coercion (Lindblom 1977). Moreover, since few IOs command the coercive power to
compel state and non-state actors to comply, legitimacy is particularly important in global
governance (Franck 1990; Hurd 1999). Evidence from a broad range of regulatory domains
and levels suggests that legitimacy contributes to compliance, even when adjustment costs
are high (Chayes and Chayes 1998; Zürn and Joerges 2005). Conversely, low legitimacy of
an IO can hurt the respect for international rules. For instance, the declining legitimacy of
the World Trade Organization (WTO) in the US government under President Donald
Trump, and among regional powers such as Brazil and India, threatens to undermine the
respect for the multilateral trade regime.

Finally, the legitimacy of IOs also speaks to fundamental normative concerns about
global governance. If IOs lack legitimacy in society, this contributes to a democratic deficit
in global governance (Dahl 1999; Zürn 2000; Held and Koenig-Archibugi 2005). As
political authority increasingly shifts to the global level, democracy’s preservation requires
that IOs both are structured in accordance with democratic principles and are perceived by
citizens as legitimate systems of governance.While the EU, for instance, may conformwell
to some democratic standards, it would be normatively problematic if its decisions had to
be enforced against peoples that lack faith in its legitimacy. Indeed, one of the most
prominent arguments put forward by right-wing populists in Europe is about the illegiti-
mate encroachment of the EU on popular sovereignty.

Yet, despite these effects of legitimacy for IOs’ role in world politics, we still know
little about the factors and processes that drive and shape legitimacy beliefs. While
legitimacy dynamics are paramount in global governance today, they are insufficiently
recognized, conceptualized, and explained in standard accounts of international coop-
eration. The scant attention to these issues in international relations (IR) contrasts with
their central position in other sub-disciplines of political science and other fields in the
social sciences. The legitimacy and legitimation of political institutions is a topic with a
long pedigree in comparative politics, political theory, sociology, and psychology,
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involving classic contributions by Weber (1922/1978), Arendt (1956), Lipset (1960),
Easton (1975), Habermas (1976), Tyler (1990), and Beetham (1991). This trajectory
has continued into present times. For instance, comparative politics has featured vibrant
debates on legitimacy, trust, and public opinion in relation to courts, legislatures, and
public administrations (e.g., Caldeira and Gibson 1992; Norris 2011; Uslaner 2002;
Rothstein 2005; Booth and Seligson 2009).

The aim of this special issue is a better understanding of when, how, and why IOs gain,
sustain, and lose legitimacy in world politics. We conceptualize legitimacy as beliefs of
audiences that an IO’s authority is appropriately exercised, and legitimation as a process of
justificationandcontestation intended toshapesuchbeliefs.Wediscuss sourcesofvariation in
legitimacy and legitimation, with a particular focus on the authority, procedures, and perfor-
mance of IOs. We probe some of the propositions by empirically mapping and explaining
patterns in legitimation processes and legitimacy beliefs across organizations, countries, and
time.Whilewedonotdirectly analyze the consequencesof legitimacy, the implicationsofour
research bolster the assumption that legitimacy is consequential in global governance.

We approach legitimacy and legitimation as observable empirical phenomena.
Expressed in terms of a common distinction, our interest is primarily legitimacy in
the sociological sense – actors’ perception of an institution’s authority as appropriately
exercised – rather than legitimacy in the normative sense – an institution’s exercise of
authority as rightful and worthy of recognition based on its conformance to principles
such as justice, public interest, and democracy. Yet we recognize that the perceived
legitimacy of IOs is likely to be influenced by normative principles about rightful rule,
and consider it an important task to explore the relationship between normatively
justified sources of legitimacy and legitimacy beliefs about IOs.

Our framework distinguishes between IOs’ procedures for making decisions and
performance in developing effective policy as the principal sources of legitimacy. As IOs
have gained in political authority, the procedural and performance standards they have to
meet to remain legitimate have increased as well. Efforts to legitimize or delegitimize IOs
invoke these standards to affect audiences’ legitimacy beliefs positively or negatively. The
framework theorizes the relationship between the institutional features of IOs (authority,
procedure, and performance), the legitimation process (intensity, tone, and narratives), and
the legitimacy beliefs of audiences (constituencies and observers).

Our primary focus is IOs, by which we mean formal, multilateral, and bureaucratic
arrangements established to further cooperation among states. Concentrating on IOs
means giving less attention to other forms of authority in global governance. Yet there
is nothing inherent in our approach to legitimacy and legitimation that restricts it from
being extended to private, bilateral, or informal arrangements. Indeed, some contribu-
tions to this special issue explicitly analyze legitimacy and legitimation in relation to a
broader set of global governance institutions.

Putting the legitimacy and legitimation of IOs center stage allows us to engage with
some of the critical questions confronting the study and practice of global governance:
Are we witnessing a growing authority–legitimacy gap that threatens the long-term
prospects of global governance? Are IOs increasingly evaluated by citizens on demo-
cratic criteria, rather than their capacity to deliver substantive benefits? How easily
influenced are citizens’ legitimacy beliefs by elite practices of legitimation and dele-
gitimation? Can institutional reforms of IOs in recent years be understood as a
legitimation strategy? Do elites and citizens in the emerging powers hold different
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legitimacy beliefs than their counterparts in North America and Europe, and with what
implications for the future of global governance? While we do not tackle all of these
empirical questions in this special issue, we claim that our framework is useful for
studying them.

The overarching contribution of this special issue is to advance the empirical study
of legitimacy and legitimation in global governance. It marries a classic concept in
social theory with advanced scientific methods and rich empirical data. More specifi-
cally, the contribution is three-fold. First, we offer a theoretical framework for studying
legitimacy and legitimation in global governance. The framework conceptualizes
legitimacy as a dependent variable and legitimation as a mediating variable, both
affected by perceived properties of the IOs exercising authority. Contributors to this
special issue all build upon this framework. Second, we employ advanced methods in
the study of public opinion, political behavior, and political communication to analyze
legitimacy and legitimation. The methods include survey experiments, field experi-
ments, content analysis, and case studies, and make use of original data collected for
the contributions to this special issue. Advancements in methods make it possible to
study complex concepts such as legitimation and legitimacy in a systematic fashion.
Third, we empirically cover legitimacy issues and legitimation processes in a broad set
of IOs, drawn from different issue areas, performing different policy functions, and
with memberships that vary regarding political systems and power relations.

The remainder of this introduction is organized in six parts. The first section briefly
reviews existing scholarship on legitimacy and legitimation in global governance. The
second section introduces our conceptualization of legitimacy and legitimation. The
third section outlines a framework for explaining legitimacy and legitimation. The
fourth section describes methods for empirically studying legitimacy and legitimation.
The fifth section previews the articles of the special issue. We conclude by discussing
next steps in research on legitimacy and legitimation in global governance.

1 The state of the art

Legitimacy is a topic with an enduring but marginal place in the study of world politics.
To begin with, several classic approaches in IR have touched on the topic of legitimacy,
but primarily in the context of interstate politics. Realists have usually seen legitimacy
as a means of power wielding that states exploit to advance their interests, but that is not
expected to constrain their actions (Morgenthau 1948; Krasner 1999). In this vein, Carr
(1946) argues that strong states can further their interests externally by cloaking them in
internationally acceptable principles, while Goldsmith and Posner (2005) challenge the
idea that international law possesses some inherent legitimacy that can and should
restrict the actions of states.

In contrast, liberal institutionalists have viewed legitimacy more positively,
highlighting its functional usefulness to the collective of states (Keohane 2006). For
instance, Claude (1966) suggests that IOs fulfill an important political function of
collective legitimization, while Ikenberry (2001) argues that the establishment of
legitimate world orders after wars helps to reduce costs of enforcing the peace.

Constructivists have devoted more sustained attention to international legitimacy.
One strand of research has examined how the legitimacy of international norms and
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laws affects state behavior by creating a Bcompliance pull^ (Franck 1990; Hurd 1999;
Risse et al. 1999; Checkel 2001). Another strand explores how states create, use, and
contest the legitimacy of actors and institutions in international society, because of its
importance as a resource (Clark 2005; Hurd 2007; Reus-Smit 2007; Finnemore 2009).
A third strand theorizes legitimacy in relation to authority in global governance,
conceiving of IOs as Bautonomous sites of authority^ whose influence results from
Bthe legitimacy of the rational-legal authority they embody^ (Barnett and Finnemore
1999, 707; see also Hurd 2007; Avant et al. 2010).

With the rise of global governance, interest in legitimacy has broadened. This
change has been driven by the dual recognition that global governance nowadays
involves elements of authority and hierarchy that put issues of legitimacy center stage,
and that global governance reaches behind borders and makes citizens an independent
constituency of IOs. Yet most of this research has been normative in orientation.
Drawing on political theory, scholars have debated the normative standards that should
be used when evaluating IOs and offered alternative assessments of their legitimacy
(e.g., Dahl 1999; Zürn 2000; Held and Koenig-Archibugi 2005; Buchanan and
Keohane 2006). This literature has thus been driven by a different set of questions
than those explored in this special issue.

Only recently has the legitimacy of IOs emerged as a distinct topic of positive
empirical research. First, some studies have sought to map and explain the
legitimacy of IOs through public opinion, exploring what factors shape citizens’
legitimacy beliefs (Norris 2009; Johnson 2011; Ecker-Ehrhardt 2012; Voeten
2013; Dellmuth and Tallberg 2015; Schlipphak 2015). Second, some contribu-
tions have addressed how IOs are legitimized or delegitimized through practices
aimed at boosting or undermining the legitimacy of these organizations (Steffek
2003; Bernstein 2011; Brassett and Tsingou 2011; Zaum 2013; Binder and
Heupel 2015).

We build on these recent efforts to address three deficits. First, there is a need to
move beyond states as the exclusive audience of IOs’ legitimacy claims to systemat-
ically study the beliefs of citizens and other societal actors. Second, the empirical study
of legitimacy and legitimation remains underdeveloped in comparison to existing
normative treatments. Third, as this research agenda moves forward, it should build
on a conceptualization that defines legitimacy as distinct from, but in close relationship
to, authority and legitimation.

2 Conceptualizing legitimacy and legitimation

We adopt a sociological understanding of political legitimacy as beliefs within a given
constituency or other relevant audience that a political institution’s exercise of authority
is appropriate. Legitimacy from this perspective lies with the beliefs and perceptions of
audiences, not the normative goodness of an institution, although the latter may
influence whether audiences regard an institution’s exercise of authority as more or
less appropriate. Legitimacy beliefs are the outcome of a process in which individual
priors interact with justifications and challenges of political institutions. Where actors
deliberately seek to make a political institution more legitimate, by boosting beliefs that
its rule is exercised appropriately, we refer to legitimation. Conversely, where actors
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seek to undermine the legitimacy of a political institution by challenging the appropri-
ateness of its exercise of authority, we speak of delegitimation.

2.1 Legitimacy

Legitimacy is a relational property, determined by the beliefs and perceptions of
audiences about the exercise of authority (see also Hurd 2007, 7; Reus-Smit 2007,
44). We conceptualize audiences as including both state and societal actors, from
government elites to ordinary citizens. When these audiences are bound by the
authority of an IO, as in the case of governments and citizens in member states, we
refer to them as constituencies. Legitimacy is ultimately most important in the rela-
tionship between the authorities that govern and those who are governed. When
audiences are not bound by the authority of an IO, as in the case of governments and
citizens in non-member states, we refer to them as observers. Observers, too, may have
beliefs about the legitimacy of an authority and are therefore included in our concep-
tualization of audiences. Given this plurality of audiences, the legitimacy of an IO is not
a constant, but it may vary across audiences and over time. An IO may enjoy
high legitimacy among its constituencies, but low legitimacy among observers.
Likewise, among its constituencies, an IO may enjoy high legitimacy with
member governments, but low legitimacy with domestic populations.
Legitimacy beliefs are usually, but not exclusively, studied through elite and public
opinion, often with an individual’s confidence or trust in a political institution as
measurements (e.g., Caldeira and Gibson 1995; Norris 2009; Bühlmann and Kunz
2011; Voeten 2013; Dellmuth and Tallberg 2015).

In our conceptualization, legitimacy is distinct from authority. While authority refers
to the recognition that an institution has the right to make decisions and interpretations
within a particular area, legitimacy refers to the perception that these rights are
appropriately exercised (Zürn et al. 2012, 82–88). For instance, a person may recognize
the authority of the WTO as the principal forum for developing international trade law,
but have little confidence in the exercise of this authority, given how decisions are made
and how they impact specific communities. This analytical separation of legitimacy
from authority is well anchored in parts of social theory. For instance, Weber (1922/
1978, 213) speaks of how every system of authority Battempts to establish and to
cultivate the belief in its legitimacy^ (see also Barker 2001). At the same time, authority
and legitimacy are related, in so far as legitimacy only becomes an issue once an
institution possesses authority. In the absence of authority, there would be no legitimacy
problem. We call this connection the authority–legitimacy link, which makes legitima-
cy conceptually and substantively Bparasitic^ on authority.

In conceptualizing legitimacy and authority as distinct but related entities, we differ
from some other IR theorists. Hurd (2007, 60–61), for instance, argues that an
institution has authority if it is perceived as legitimate. Accordingly, an institution
either has authority – in which case it is legitimate – or it has neither authority nor
legitimacy: BThe phrase ‘legitimate authority’ is redundant^ (Hurd 2007, 61, fn. 116).
Similarly, Lake (2007, 56) submits that a state has authority over another state when the
subordinate state recognizes the legitimacy of the dominant state’s commands. Yet only
if we distinguish analytically between legitimacy and authority can we address some
crucial issues confronting global governance, such as the potential emergence of a
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legitimacy gap in the aftermath of growing IO authority over recent decades. In this
special issue, we will operationalize authority in institutional terms, as resulting
from formal or informal delegation of authority from member states to an IO
and pooling of authority in an IO through collective decision making (Hooghe
et al. 2017; cf. Lake 2015).

In our understanding, legitimacy is also distinct from support. While support for a
political institution may partly be driven by instrumental cost–benefit calculation,
legitimacy refers to a reservoir of confidence in an institution that is not
dependent on short-term satisfaction with its distributional outcomes.
Legitimacy presumes that constituencies would regard an institution’s exercise
of authority as appropriate, even if it were to make a decision that goes against
their narrow self-interest. This is how the legitimacy of courts, governments,
and parliaments is commonly conceptualized (Easton 1975; Caldeira and
Gibson 1995; Booth and Seligson 2009), and it makes sense to extend this
notion to the legitimacy of IOs as well. So, the legitimacy of the EU Court of
Justice, for instance, must rest on an appreciation of how it performs its
function as a court for the collective good – not on satisfaction with the
cost–benefit implications of particular judgments. In recognition of this distinc-
tion, we also avoid using support for an IO as a measurement of its legitimacy,
instead relying on measures that better tap individuals’ reservoir of confidence
in institutions.

It may be objected that a sociological approach does not recognize the normative
nature of the concept of legitimacy. This would be a misreading of our approach.
Normativity has two meanings (Forst 2015, 188–189). In the first sense, it refers to
socially constructed norms in society. This is how the sociological approach to legit-
imacy engages with normativity: by recognizing that legitimacy beliefs are formed in a
context of societal norms about the appropriate exercise of authority (Suchman 1995).
It is in line with this understanding that we expect citizens and elites to assess the
legitimacy of IOs based on their conformance to procedural and performance norms.
Normativity in the second sense refers to whether alternative standards for evaluating
the legitimacy of an institution are normatively justifiable. This is how normativity is
traditionally studied in political theory, which debates the best grounds for evaluating
the normative qualities of an institution. Whereas the sociological approach to legiti-
macy does not engage in this type of analysis, its findings may feed into normative
theorizing (Beetham 1991; Williams 2005; MacDonald 2012).

This double meaning of normativity suggests that sociological and normative
conceptions of legitimacy may be empirically related while still analytically distinct
(Keohane 2006; Bernstein 2011; Zürn 2004). If societal beliefs in the legitimacy of an
institution are influenced by its conformance to normative standards, then normative
and sociological legitimacy are causally related. This may often be the case, as
normative standards have come to form part of the societal norm systems within which
legitimacy beliefs are formed. However, conformance to normative standards is no
prerequisite for sociological legitimacy. An institution such as the UN Security Council
may fare poorly when evaluated against a specific normative standard, such as democ-
racy, but still be broadly regarded as legitimate. Conversely, an institution such as the
ICC may conform well to a specific normative standard, such as the rule of law, but still
be regarded as illegitimate among some audiences.
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2.2 Legitimation and delegitimation

An important implication of the social embeddedness of legitimacy is the possibility for
purposive actors to affect others’ legitimacy beliefs. From this perspective, social
construction does not preclude agency, but opens up spaces for strategic actors to
exploit prevailing norms in attempts to shape legitimacy beliefs. While authority
holders often seek to strengthen the legitimacy of their exercise of power by invoking
symbols, rituals, and understandings, contestants challenge the same exercise of au-
thority by uncovering unfair practices and outcomes or by pointing to alternative social
norms (Meyer and Rowan 1977; Ashforth and Gibbs 1990). In the context of global
governance, proponents of IOs engage in legitimation practices that serve to cultivate
beliefs in the organizations’ legitimacy. Opponents of IOs, for their part, engage in
delegitimation practices that aim at undermining the perception that IOs’ authority is
appropriately exercised. Such practices are of interest because of their effects on
legitimacy beliefs, but also in and of themselves.

Legitimation and delegitimation practices are defined by the goal to either legitimize
or delegitimize an authority and thus contain intentionality. Such practices are always
communicative, in the sense of conveying information about an IO intended for public
consumption. More specifically, legitimation and delegitimation practices may be
discursive or behavioral, directed at constituencies or observers, and sincere or manip-
ulative in their intent (Steffek 2003; Halliday et al. 2010; Zaum 2013; Gronau and
Schmidtke 2015; Stephen 2015; Bäckstrand and Söderbaum 2018). Often, discursive
and behavioral practices of legitimation or delegitimation go together. An example
would be an institutional reform intended to boost legitimacy that is advertised with all
available means by the IO.

Discursive practices of legitimation are observable in official texts and public
statements by representatives and supporters of IOs. They include public justi-
fications of institutional reforms, framing of IO policies, use of value-laden
symbols, and other rhetorical measures aimed at nurturing beliefs in the legit-
imacy of an IO (Dingwerth et al. forthcoming). It has become commonplace for
IOs to invest in public relations, establishing offices for the branding of the organization
and its policies (Ecker-Ehrhardt 2018). Attentive to public opinion, many IOs nowadays
poll citizen views, are present in social media, and tailor political messages to make
themselves and their policies more palatable.

Conversely, discursive practices of delegitimation are public statements involving a
negative evaluation of IOs. They include non-governmental organizations (NGOs)
publicly criticizing IOs for being undemocratic or for pursuing policies that make the
poor worse off, as well as state representatives criticizing IOs for unfair decision-
making procedures. One example is the efforts of NGOs to delegitimize global climate
governance by claiming that its solutions are too market-oriented (Paterson 2010).
Another illustration is negative public evaluations of the UN Security Council by
member states, typically targeting the procedural deficiencies of the institution
(Binder and Heupel 2015).

Behavioral practices of legitimation take the shape of rules, procedures, or policies
put in place by IOs with the aim to strengthen legitimacy. They include the establish-
ment of new IO bodies, reforms of existing institutions, changes to substantive policies,
and the creation of public relations functions. Over recent decades, many IOs have
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adopted public information policies, accountability mechanisms, and procedures for
civil society interaction, often interpreted as attempts by IOs to strengthen their
legitimacy through better conformance to democratic norms (Grigorescu 2007;
Tallberg et al. 2014; Heupel and Zürn 2016; Ecker-Ehrhardt 2018). Similarly, reforms
that upgrade the representation and weight of emerging powers within global IOs are
regularly seen as efforts to safeguard the legitimacy of these organizations beyond
Europe and North America (Stephen 2015; Stephen and Zürn forthcoming).

Behavioral practices of delegitimation, for their part, are intended to mobilize and signal
discontent with an IO’s exercise of authority and include street demonstrations, political
petitions, and social media campaigns (Gregoratti and Uhlin 2018). They can also include
regime shifting and competitive regime creation by states that contest the existingmultilateral
order(MorseandKeohane2014).Examples includethewidespreadpublicprotestsagainst the
WTO,theInternationalMonetaryFund(IMF), theWorldBank, theG8,andtheEUintheearly
2000s,aswellas themovebyChina in2014tosetuptheAsianInfrastructureInvestmentBank
(AIIB) in dissatisfactionwith the established financial institutions.

Building on this conceptualization, we conceive of legitimation and delegitimation
as varying on three logical and encompassing dimensions: intensity (strength), tone
(direction), and narratives (content). Intensity refers to the number of legitimation or
delegitimation events (e.g., statements, reforms, protests) within a given time frame.
Legitimation intensity varies extensively across IOs, as some organizations are subject
to widespread criticism and defense, while other IOs fly beneath the radar of public
contention. Tone captures whether discursive and behavioral practices frame the IO in
positive terms (legitimation) or negative terms (delegitimation). Narratives are patterns
in the standards invoked to justify or challenge IOs. We use the term narrative in the
broad sense, to refer to the evaluative content of both discursive and behavioral
practices, as both contain an element of communication. All authoritative political
institutions tend to develop legitimation narratives. Narratives package and prioritize a
selective set of justifications. They are bound together by stories that mix reasons and
deceptions to nurture the belief in legitimacy. Famous narratives in the national context
are the legacy of the ruling family, religious law, democratic government, military
hierarchy, collective self-esteem, and status vis-à-vis other states (Weber 1922/1978;
Kojéve 2014; Forst 2015). In the context of global governance, common narratives
used to legitimize and delegitimize IOs invoke participation, legality, fairness, exper-
tise, effectiveness, gains, and tradition (Zürn 2018, 70–77).

3 Explaining legitimacy and legitimation

Having conceptualized legitimacy and legitimation, we now turn to our explanatory
framework. What factors shape the legitimacy and legitimation of IOs? Our framework
analytically starts out with institutional features of IOs and aims at understanding their
effects on outcomes in a context of individual priors and societal processes.

3.1 The framework in brief

Our understanding of how institutional features matter for legitimacy and legitimation
diverges from two alternative perspectives. According to the first, legitimacy beliefs are
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the direct product of objective institutional features of IOs that audiences care about.
Based on full information about, and rational evaluation of, these features, citizens and
elites hold IOs to be more or less legitimate. Most existing literature on public opinion
toward IOs is based on this assumption, for instance, when hypothesizing direct
relationships between the economic consequences of IOs and public opinion (e.g.,
Gabel 1998; Rohrschneider 2002; Chalmers and Dellmuth 2015). According to the
second perspective, perceptions of legitimacy are unrelated to the institutional features
of IOs. Instead, cues and heuristics determine legitimacy beliefs independent of the
actual characteristics of IOs. For instance, legitimacy beliefs vis-à-vis IOs may be a by-
product of trust in national political institutions, which is used as a heuristic when
assessing less familiar international institutions (Harteveld et al. 2013; Armingeon and
Ceka 2014; Dellmuth and Tallberg 2015).

Different from these two perspectives, we posit that legitimacy beliefs are the
outcome of a social process where individuals’ priors interact with legitimation and
delegitimation in producing an evaluation of IO features audiences care about. This
understanding is based on the notion of bounded rationality – while it shares the first
perspective’s emphasis on the institutional features of IOs, it also recognizes the second
perspective’s point about individuals’ use of cognitive shortcuts. On the one hand, we
find it unlikely that legitimacy beliefs and legitimation practices are completely unre-
lated to IOs, their procedures, and their policies. The fact that legitimacy levels vary
across IOs within the same audience suggests that there is something about IOs as such
that matters. Similarly, legitimation narratives cannot diverge too far from the actual
practices of IOs. On the other hand, we find it unlikely that individuals possess the
knowledge, time, and capacity to rationally evaluate IO features independent of how
these features are communicated, contested, and justified in public discourse. A broad
literature in political psychology demonstrates that cueing, framing, and persuasion by
elites and through media influence individual attitudes (Chong and Druckman 2007).
Similarly, political theorists have pointed to the decisive importance of arguing and
deliberation for beliefs about legitimacy (Elster 1986; Habermas 1998). Leaving
analytical room for legitimation and delegitimation to shape legitimacy beliefs is
therefore essential.

Building on this approach, Figure 1 summarizes the core components of our
framework. It takes seriously both the features of IOs that audiences care about and
the social process of legitimation. We are interested in the full causal chain linking IO
features, legitimation processes, and legitimacy beliefs. For analytical purposes, we
break down this chain into two relationships, captured by the two solid arrows in the

Fig. 1 Framework of analysis
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figure. While this chain likely involves feedback effects as well, we refrain from
theorizing these dynamics.

First, we are interested in understanding how three central institutional features of
IOs – authority, procedure, and performance – contribute to the intensity, tone, and
narratives of legitimation and delegitimation. IOs make use of legitimation practices
and are exposed to delegitimation attempts to varying extents. Moreover, when IOs are
legitimized and delegitimized, this occurs through narratives that vary in the norms and
values to which they relate. We expect this variation in the intensity, tone, and
narratives of legitimation to be systematically related to IO features.

Second, we are interested in how the legitimation process shapes the legitimacy
beliefs of audiences. This leads us to theorize when and how the intensity, tone, and
narratives of legitimation matter for legitimacy beliefs. Recognizing that some contri-
butions to this volume also examine the direct effects of IO features on legitimacy
beliefs, bracketing the legitimation process, we consider this possibility as well.

The analytical starting point of the framework is the conferral of authority to an IO.
Without authority, legitimacy is a non-issue for IOs. With authority, there is a demand
for legitimacy, since IOs need the consent of the governed. An IO possesses authority
when it enjoys a recognized institutional competence to make binding decisions or
interpretations in the name of the collective interest (Weber 1922/1978; Raz 1990; Zürn
2018). In more concrete terms, the institutional authority of an IO is a function of
delegation of authority from member states to an IO and pooling of authority in an IO
through collective decision making.

The past few decades have witnessed an unprecedented growth in the authority of
IOs (Hooghe et al. 2017; Zürn 2018, 107–112). On the one hand, states of unequal
power have institutionalized the authority of IOs through the delegation of powers of
agenda setting, decision making, implementation, and enforcement. On the other hand,
states have pooled authority within IOs by increasingly shifting to forms of majority
decision making that eliminate states’ ability to veto international rules. At the same
time, many IOs have extended their regulatory scope beyond the original functional
mandates and became more intrusive.

While authority creates a demand for legitimacy, the principal institutional sources
of legitimacy in our framework are the procedures through which IOs make decisions
and the performance of IOs. These sources of legitimacy are grounded in social norms
about the appropriate exercise of authority. While Weber (1922/1978) famously spoke
of tradition and personal charisma as sources of legitimacy in the historical context of
the nation state, we expect procedure and performance to be the central concerns of
citizens and elites in modern global governance (see also Scharpf 1999; Hurd 2007).
Procedure and performance are generic features of the policy making of political
institutions and have been found to drive legitimacy beliefs in multiple contexts.1

Procedure refers to the method of policy making within IOs and directs our attention

1 Our conceptualization of procedure has analytical affinities with input legitimacy (Scharpf 1999) and
throughput legitimacy (Schmidt 2013). Likewise, our conceptualization of performance has analytical affin-
ities with output legitimacy (Scharpf 1999) and pragmatic legitimacy (Suchman 1995). We consider the
distinction between procedure and performance as more clear-cut than these alternatives. In order to avoid
conceptual overlap between authority and procedure, we consider decision rules an element of authority
(pooling), while procedure captures the process by which decisions are reached, for instance, in terms of
participation, deliberation, and legality.
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to the process through which decisions are taken. Performance refers to the quality of
the decisions made by IOs and directs our attention to the output, outcome, and impact
of IO policy making.

We expect audiences to evaluate the legitimacy of IOs based on howwell they perceive
these organizations to conform to established procedural and performance standards,
relative to the authority that IOs possess. When IOs enjoy extensive authority, they also
have to meet demanding procedural and performance standards, or they will suffer from
legitimacy deficits. When IOs enjoy less authority, the procedural and performance
requirements they have to meet to be deemed legitimate are less demanding.

The specific standards of procedure and performance that audiences care about are
multiple and partly context-dependent. While earlier work frequently associates proce-
dure with democracy and performance with effectiveness, our framework moves
beyond this narrow interpretation. Procedural standards may pertain to other qualities
of the decision-making process than democracy, such as efficiency, legality, and expert
involvement. Likewise, performance standards may pertain to other qualities than
effectiveness, such as protection of democratic rights and processes. We therefore
introduce a second axis, distinguishing between democratic and purposive qualities
of procedure and performance. Qualities are democratic when they give expression to
or promote core values of the democratic process.2 Qualities are purposive when they
serve or promote shared ends. Democratic and purposive standards are orthogonal, not
contrary, to each other. Table 1 summarizes and exemplifies these standards in a 2x2
matrix (see also Nullmeier et al. 2010).

Legitimation and delegitimation aim at shaping people’s beliefs about an IO’s
legitimacy through discursive and behavioral practices that invoke these standards. In
the framework, legitimation and delegitimation serve both as dependent
variables – when seeking to explain why IOs are subject to legitimation of
varying intensity, tone, and evaluative content – and as mediating variables – when
seeking to explain legitimacy beliefs.

Finally, these effects take place in a context of individual and societal factors that
may condition these relationships. However, rather than increase the specificity of the
framework further, we note that legitimacy and legitimation are shaped through
complex processes and invite the empirical contributions to this special issue to further
theorize and assess such contextual factors. Earlier research on public opinion toward
IOs suggests that a broad range of individual characteristics may matter for legitimacy
beliefs, among them, political knowledge, social identity, economic standing, and
personal values (Caldeira and Gibson 1995; Norris 2000; Hooghe and Marks 2005;
Dellmuth 2018). Likewise, it is plausible that societal factors, such as political regime,
economic development, and national culture, affect how institutional features of IOs
shape legitimation patterns and legitimacy beliefs (Inglehart and Welzel 2005;
Eisentraut 2016; Scholte and Tallberg 2018; Scholte 2018).

In the remainder of this section, we expand on the central explanatory components
of this framework – authority, procedure, performance, and process – theorizing how
these factors may affect the legitimacy and legitimation of IOs.

2 This conceptualization is based on an understanding of democracy that considers different distributive
outcomes as compatible with the democratic process as long as the necessary resources needed for participa-
tion are provided to all (see Dahl 1989; Habermas 1996).
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3.2 Authority

We expect the authority of IOs to matter for legitimation practices and legitimacy
beliefs. This expectation builds on the notion that international authority challenges the
sovereignty and autonomy of nation states – the traditional locus of legitimate authority
for citizens and elites (Lake 2010). As IOs are conferred greater authority, legitimacy
deficits can arise, unless this new authority is accompanied by effective legitimation
through procedures and performances that generate a flow of positive legitimacy
beliefs. The EU is often said to offer an illustration of this logic (Banchoff and Smith
1999; Hooghe and Marks 2009; de Wilde and Zürn 2012). The greater the authority of
the EU, the more pronounced its legitimacy problems have become, reflected in poor
citizen satisfaction, low turnouts in European elections, and rejections of new EU
treaties in national referenda. This argument counters the alternative view that authority
is fully endogenous to legitimacy. In this view, governments would only confer
authority on IOs if they consider them legitimate. Yet the relationship between authority
and legitimacy varies over time and the authority of IOs often evolves beyond the
intentions of governments at the contractual moment (Hawkins et al. 2006; Johnson
2014). Moreover, the legitimacy of IOs is not only a question of legitimacy among
governments, but also of legitimacy within affected societies.

We also expect the authority of IOs to affect patterns of legitimation and delegiti-
mation. Since authority relationships in global governance are relatively young, they
cannot build exclusively on tradition, habituation, and mindless obedience. Rather, they
involve an element of reflection and must be actively entertained (Zürn 2018;
see also Bogdandy et al. 2010). For instance, deference toward the authority of
the ICC or the IMF regularly contains an element of reflection. In this sense,
IOs are dependent on open and active legitimation, and can be expected to put forward
justifications for their authority. Conversely, the element of reflection opens up space for
contestation of IOs’ authority.

IOs that possess higher levels of authority can therefore be expected to engage in self-
legitimation to a greater extent than IOs with lower levels of authority. By the same token,
we could expect an increase over time in the intensity of legitimation by IOs, reflecting
their growing political authority over recent decades. Yet this rise in international authority
should also lead to growing contestation of IOs, to the extent that these organizations
cannot draw on sufficient stocks of legitimacy. Such trends have been documented by
several researchers in recent years (Zürn et al. 2012; Rixen and Zangl 2013).

We also anticipate differences in the type of authority to matter for legitimation
patterns (Lenz et al. 2015). Task-specific IOs, such as the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) and the International Whaling Commission (IWC), reflect attempts at

Table 1 Institutional standards of legitimacy

Democratic Purposive

Procedure Participation; accountability,
deliberation; transparency

Expert advice; efficiency; legality

Performance Protection of rights; protection of
the democratic process

Problem solving; collective welfare
gains; distributive fairness
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parsing the problems confronting states into discrete, functional pieces. They have a
narrow policy scope and are often not based on a shared sense of community. Such IOs
may be more likely to legitimize their activities with reference to purpose, invoking
expertise, efficiency, and problem solving. In contrast, general-purpose IOs, such as the
EU and the African Union (AU), serve as general governance systems, not unlike
national governments, for the manifold of problems that confront their member states.
They have a broad policy mandate and are often rooted in a shared (regional)
community. Such IOs may be more likely to legitimize themselves with reference to
democratic standards, such as participation, transparency, and rights protection.

3.3 Procedure

Procedure as a source of legitimacy received early attention in Weber’s (1922/1978) notion
of rational-legal legitimacy, which stressed properly administered rules by properly
appointed authorities. Today, this notion features prominently in the emphasis on democratic
and purposive procedural standards, such as participation, transparency, legality, and impar-
tiality. In this vein, it is often theorized that the legitimacy of courts does not reside in the
positive consequences they generate, but in the independence and impartiality of judicial
systems (Franck 1990). Likewise, it is frequently argued that citizens and parties accept the
outcomes of democratic elections, evenwhen these go against their self-interests, because of
the fairness of the procedure (Tyler 1990). Consistent with this notion, recent work in
comparative politics evaluates the legitimacy-generating capacity of alternative forms of
decision-making arrangements (Esaiasson et al. 2012; de Fine Licht et al. 2014). We extend
this expectation to global governance, suggesting that IOs’ perceived conformance to
procedural ideals influences audiences’ legitimacy beliefs.

In addition, how well IOs measure up to procedural standards can be expected to
influence patterns of legitimation and delegitimation. When IOs fall short of widely
recognized procedural standards, this creates an opportunity for opponents to delegit-
imize the IO with reference to these limits. For instance, dissatisfaction with the
decision-making modes of the WTO, the IMF, and the World Bank has been a
prominent driver of the delegitimation of these IOs (O'Brien et al. 2000; Della Porta
and Tarrow 2005). Social movements have condemned the large economic multilaterals
for being closed, opaque, and undemocratic, while emerging powers have criticized
them for not adequately reflecting the economic, political, and demographic balance in
the world (Stephen and Zürn forthcoming). Other IOs frequently contested on proce-
dural grounds include the EU, often diagnosed with a democratic deficit, and the UN,
where the decision-making arrangements of the Security Council are a powerful
magnet of criticism (Hurd 2007; Binder and Heupel 2015).

When IOs do not live up to expected procedural standards and are contested on
those grounds, this typically generates efforts by the IO and its allies to defend the
organization. Apart from efforts that respond to the criticism in question, IOs may seek
to boost their legitimacy by invoking alternative legitimation narratives, referring to
their strengths in meeting other procedural and performance standards. For instance,
when the WTO, the EU, and the IMF were criticized for their democratic procedural
shortcomings, the WTO liberalized its arrangements for civil society participation, the
EU expanded the powers of the European Parliament, and the IMF introduced new
transparency policies.
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3.4 Performance

The notion that performance matters for legitimacy features prominently in the study of
domestic political institutions. As Newton and Norris (2000, 61) argue, B[g]overnment
institutions that perform well are likely to elicit the confidence of citizens; those that
perform badly or ineffectively generate feelings of distrust and low confidence.^ In IR, it
is a common claim that IOs historically have earned their legitimacy through the collective
benefits they have produced for states and societies. Lindberg and Scheingold (1970)
famously spoke of a state of Bpermissive consensus^ in Europe, where populations enjoyed
the fruits of cooperation and supported its broad goals, while taking little concrete interest
in the process of integration. Likewise, Scharpf (1999), pessimistic of the EU’s capacity to
gain legitimacy through democratic procedures, emphasizes the need for the organization
to gain legitimacy through its contribution to problem-solving. Recent research on IOs such
as the UN, the WTO, the IMF, and the EU suggests that citizens’ perceptions of IO
problem solving still constitute a strong force for legitimacy (Ecker-Ehrhardt 2012;
Armingeon and Ceka 2014; Dellmuth and Tallberg 2015). More generally, functional
accounts of international cooperation assume that states and their domestic constituencies
support IOs’ authority because of the collective benefits they generate (Keohane 1984).

How well IOs perform can also be expected to influence patters of legitimation.
When decisions fall short of widely held expectations, this opens up opportunities to
contest an IO’s legitimacy. For instance, the economic crisis in the Eurozone from 2009
to 2015 gave additional ammunition to those political parties and movements that
contested the EU and its policies. Similarly, the mixed historical success of the IMF’s
adjustment programs has exposed the organization to extensive criticism from social
movements that wish to see the IO undermined and replaced. Sometimes, it is not so
much the ineffectiveness of the organization as its distributive profile that generates
contestation. For instance, the high share of Africans among the individuals prosecuted
by the ICC has been used by several African governments to delegitimize the court.

When IOs fail to deliver and are criticized on those grounds, this is typically met
with legitimation, aimed at regaining the confidence of audiences. As in the case of
procedural deficits, we expect these efforts to follow a compensatory logic where IOs
and their defenders broaden the narratives invoked to legitimize the organization. For
instance, when the IMF suffered massive criticism for its handling of the 1997 Asian
crisis, the organization embarked on a strategy of legitimation that included emphasiz-
ing and strengthening its democratic qualities and consideration of social and
env i ronmenta l i s sues (Gronau and Schmid tke 2015) . L ikewise ,
when the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) was widely
criticized for intervening in the domestic affairs of member states in the 1990s, the IO
sought to re-establish its legitimacy by promoting a new strong regional intervention
norm (Ba 2013).

3.5 Legitimation process

Moving to the next step in the framework, we expect the legitimation process to affect
audiences’ legitimacy beliefs. Legitimation and delegitimation practices intend to
convince audiences of the merits or demerits of IOs in meeting procedural and
performance standards. It is a core expectation of the framework that audiences are
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receptive to communication that invokes such standards. If individuals care about the
procedures and performances of IOs, then legitimation practices that target these
features should resonate with audiences and affect legitimacy beliefs.

We expect three features of the legitimation process to shape the likelihood of
success. These expectations follow logically from the framework’s emphasis on inten-
sity, tone, and narratives as central properties of the legitimation process. These
expectations are distinct from those of alternative perspectives that do not assign causal
importance to the legitimation process and do not theorize the conditions under which it
is likely to impact legitimacy beliefs.

To begin with, we expect the intensity of legitimation to matter for its impact on
legitimacy beliefs. When citizens more frequently hear that the EU, for instance,
undermines national sovereignty, wastes public funds, and causes a flood of migrants
to their country, they are more likely to be affected in their beliefs about the IO. This
expectation ties in with research showing that the loudest messages in a setting of
competing messages have the greatest impact on public opinion, and that communica-
tion has to be repeated for its effects not to fade over time (Chong and Druckman
2010). In Zaller’s (1992, 311) words, citizens Bare blown about by whatever current of
information manages to develop with the greatest intensity.^ This suggests that more
frequently communicated legitimation or delegitimation claims would be more influ-
ential than less frequently communicated claims.

In addition, we expect the evaluative tone of communicated messages to matter.
Negative messages (delegitimation) are likely more effective in shaping attitudes than
positive messages (legitimation). This expectation is anchored in prospect theory
(Kahneman and Tversky 1979), which proposes that people weigh potential losses
more heavily than gains, and in psychological research, which establishes that bad
emotions weigh more heavily on opinions than good emotions (Baumeister et al. 2001).
Empirically, there is some evidence that negative elite messages indeed have stronger
effects than positive messages in shaping public opinion on European and global
governance (Maier et al. 2012; Dellmuth and Tallberg).

Finally, we expect narratives to be varyingly successful in influencing audiences’
legitimacy beliefs depending on their strength in relation to existing attitudes. In line
with political communication research, we posit that the strength of a message is
contextual and may depend on several factors, including the credibility of the source,
the resonance with consensus values, and the fit with deeply held prior beliefs
(Druckman 2001; Chong 2000; Brewer 2001).

4 Methods

As a product of internal processes of cognition and recognition, legitimacy is less
readily observable than many other phenomena in world politics, such as wars and
treaties. In this special issue, we deal with this challenge through a complementary set
of advanced methods. While several of these methods have been used successfully in
other research traditions, many are novel to the study of legitimacy and legitimation in
global governance. Together, they make these central but complex concepts in social
theory empirically accessible. In addition, a common element in the special issue,
which sets it apart from most existing research, is a comparative approach to the study
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of legitimacy and legitimation. The articles map and explain patterns in the legitimacy
and legitimation of IOs over time, across organizations, or across countries. As a result,
they allow us to move from impressions of legitimacy and legitimation in specific
contexts to broader generalizations about patterns and explanations.

More specifically, we draw on methods developed in three complementary research
traditions (see also Schmidtke and Schneider 2012). First, we measure and analyze
legitimacy beliefs through surveys and survey experiments. Surveys allow researchers
to assess how legitimacy beliefs vary over time, across organizations, and across
relevant subsets of their audiences (Caldeira and Gibson 1995; Johnson 2011; Ecker-
Ehrhardt 2012; Bernauer and Gampfer 2013; Dellmuth and Tallberg 2015; Schlipphak
2015). For this purpose, IR scholars can build on a tradition in comparative politics of
using trust or confidence in political institutions as a proxy for legitimacy beliefs
(Caldeira and Gibson 1992; Gibson et al. 2003; Bühlmann and Kunz 2011; Norris
2011). Compared to alternative methods, the strength of surveys is the capacity to
measure legitimacy beliefs at the individual level and to aggregate these data into
representative samples amenable to quantitative analysis. In recent years, survey
experiments have emerged as a prominent further development of this method.
Survey experiments allow researchers to control for confounding factors so as to isolate
the effect of different treatments (e.g., frames or cues) on legitimacy beliefs.

In this special issue, two contributions make use of survey experiments to analyze
legitimacy beliefs. Anderson et al. (2018) evaluate in an experimental design whether
and how institutional features of global climate governance influence perceptions of
legitimacy. Similarly, Nielson et al. (2019) use three survey experiments – one in
Kenya and two global – to evaluate what attributes of election monitoring organizations
yield legitimacy in the eyes of domestic NGOs.

Second, we measure and analyze legitimation and delegitimation through data on
political communication. Discursive legitimation and delegitimation of IOs take place
in multiple arenas, ranging from institutional arenas (IOs themselves, national parlia-
ments) to intermediate arenas (political parties, NGOs, media), and citizen arenas (work
place, kitchen table) (Schmidtke and Schneider 2012). Different forms of content
analysis are the favored method for getting at the intensity, tone, and narratives of
legitimation and delegitimation discourses (Binder and Heupel 2015; Hurrelmann and
Schneider 2015; Rauh and Bödeker 2016; Dingwerth et al. forthcoming). To the extent
that (semi-)automated content analysis can further improve in validity and reliability, it
opens up an extremely efficient means to study political communication on a scale
previously unattainable.

In the special issue, one contribution builds on political communication data to
explore legitimation and delegitimation processes. Henning Schmidtke (2018) explains
variation in the legitimation and delegitimation of IOs based on a large-scale
mapping of discursive statements in newspaper media in four countries over an
extended time period.

Third, we study the political behavior of state and societal actors for evidence on
both the legitimacy and legitimation of IOs. In recent years, data on citizen and NGO
contestation of IOs have featured prominently in work on politicization and opposition
in global governance (della Porta and Tarrow 2005; Zürn et al. 2012). Researchers have
also begun to map the behavior of IOs as a way of identifying institutional legitimation
practices (Tallberg et al. 2013; Zaum 2013; Grigorescu 2015; Rittberger and Schroeder
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2016). Potential behavioral indicators of legitimacy, legitimation, and delegitimation
include participation in protest events, voting in transnational elections, IO adoption of
institutional reforms, and IO establishment of public relations offices. Compared to
alternative methods, the strength of behavioral data is the ability to get at non-
discursive practices of legitimation and delegitimation.

In the special issue, one contribution explores political behavior for data on legiti-
mation. Rocabert et al. (2018) map and analyze the creation by IOs of international
parliamentary institutions as an institutional legitimation practice, combining large-n
analysis and case studies.

5 Organization of the special issue

The remainder of this special issue is organized in two parts. The core of the volume is
four empirical articles offering systematic, comparative analyses of legitimacy and
legitimation. These articles are informed by the theoretical framework outlined in this
introduction, but they also go beyond to develop and assess alternative explanations.
The first two articles focus on institutional and discursive legitimation, respectively,
mapping and explaining patterns over time and across IOs. The subsequent two articles
explore sources of IO legitimacy among citizens and NGO representatives in two fields
– climate governance and election monitoring. The volume concludes with two com-
mentaries that offer an external perspective on the contributions of the project. While
appreciating the efforts of the project, both call for greater attention to the politics of
legitimacy and legitimation at domestic and international levels.

Rocabert et al. (2018) explore the rise of international parliamentary institutions (IPIs)
in world politics. They claim that standard functionalist theories of international cooper-
ation cannot explain the creation and design of IPIs. Instead, they argue that the adoption
of IPIs reflects an institutional legitimation strategy, mainly driven by the type of authority
of IOs. IPI creation is a particularly prominent legitimation strategy when IOs have broad
policy scope. This relationship holds independently of how democratic IO memberships
are. They demonstrate the explanatory power of this argument through a statistical
analysis of IPIs in 73 IOs, as well as case studies of IPI creation in the ECOWAS and
the Pacific Islands Forum (PIF).

Schmidtke (2018) maps and explains central patterns of legitimation and delegiti-
mation of IOs in media discourse. While there is an absence of comparative and
longitudinal studies in existing research, this contribution systematically assesses the
intensity, tone, and narratives of legitimation over time (1998–2013), across IOs (EU,
UN, G8), and across countries (Germany, Switzerland, UK, US) by analyzing around
6500 evaluative statements. The article demonstrates that IOs with more extensive
authority are subject to more intense legitimation and delegitimation. The findings also
defy the expectation of growing legitimation and delegitimation over time, instead
pointing to ups and downs resulting from authority shifts, crises, and other salient
events. The article further demonstrates that media discourse on IOs is predominantly
negative in tone.

Anderson et al. (2018) assess whether and how institutional features of global
climate governance affect the legitimacy beliefs of US and German citizens. They find
that the procedures and performance of global climate governance influence legitimacy
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beliefs significantly. Governance arrangements that are perceived as less democratic
and effective are also considered less legitimate. In addition, individual priors, such as
climate concern and cognitive mobilization, shape citizens’ legitimacy beliefs. People
who believe in the need for strong climate governance do not question the legitimacy of
intrusive arrangements. The link between authority and legitimacy is therefore weaker
in this case.

Finally, Nielson et al. (2019) examine the sources of legitimacy for election obser-
vation organizations, IOs, and NGOs. They assess two perspectives: one privileging
objective substantive features of election monitoring organizations in terms of proce-
dures, performances, and goals; and one privileging heuristic mechanisms of isomor-
phism and prominence. Three survey experiments provide limited evidence of NGOs
being responsive to statements priming the substantive features of election observation
organizations. Instead, the findings indicate that NGO representatives rely on isomor-
phism and prominence when forming legitimacy beliefs. When judging hypothetical
observation organizations, NGOs found non-governmental groups like themselves to
be more legitimate than IOs. However, when evaluating real-world organizations,
NGOs rated famous IOs as significantly more legitimate. These findings suggest that
legitimacy beliefs are formed in processes in which organizations’ substantive institu-
tional features carry limited weight.

In the first commentary, Ian Hurd (2018) challenges the special issue for promoting a
perspective on legitimacy in global governance that de-emphasizes politics and power.
In his view, the volume rests on a combination of a standard liberal model of legitimacy
and methodological behavioralism that makes it harder to see the most relevant forms
of contestation surrounding legitimacy. In spite of its consideration of both legitimation
and delegitimation practices, the special issue remains, in Hurd’s view, centered on
explaining why people find IOs legitimate, without asking why they might reasonably
oppose them. In his view, this perspective on legitimacy diverts attention away from the
power and domination inherent in the rules actors are asked to obey, and downplays
dissent, disagreement, and contestation.

In the second commentary, Hooghe et al. (2018) criticize the special issue for
neglecting the domestic ideological setting in which legitimacy beliefs vis-à-vis IOs
are formed. They argue that legitimacy beliefs and legitimation practices are a product
not only of IO characteristics, but also of domestic ideological trends that transcend
specific IOs. In particular, they discuss the origins and manifestations of the criticism
against IOs on the radical left and radical right. The first supports international
cooperation in principle, but contends that many IOs in practice give primacy to
economic exchange while neglecting environmental and distributional effects. The
second criticizes global governance both in principle and in practice because of its
detrimental effects on national sovereignty and cultural homogeneity. Hooghe et al.
further suggest that the prominence of these ideological critiques of IOs is conditioned
by the nature of IOs’ authority.

6 Conclusion

The aim of this special issue is to further a better understanding of when, how, and why
IOs gain, sustain, and lose legitimacy in world politics. This is an urgent social
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scientific challenge, but also a task of great political relevance. There are strong signs
that the issue of IO legitimacy is at the core of a new political cleavage in many
societies (Hooghe et al. 2018; de Wilde et al. forthcoming). This cleavage pits
cosmopolitans favoring open borders, universal rights, and strong multilateral institu-
tions against nationalists defending closed borders, popular sovereignty, and the will of
the Bsilent majority.^ The Brexit vote in 2016, the election of Donald Trump as US
president in 2017, and the general rise in anti-globalist populism all suggest that the
legitimacy of IOs cannot be taken for granted. We conclude this introductory article by
briefly summarizing what we have learned so far and what we consider important next
steps for this research agenda.

The contribution of this special issue comes in three parts. First, we introduce a
novel theoretical framework for studying legitimacy and legitimation in world politics.
According to this framework, legitimacy beliefs are the outcome of a social process in
which legitimation and delegitimation shape audiences’ perceptions of IO features they
care about. Second, we advance a positive approach to legitimacy and legitimation that
seeks to make these classic concepts in social theory empirically tractable through
advanced scientific methods and rich empirical data. Informed by this approach, the
articles seek to systematically map and explain patterns in the legitimacy and legitima-
tion of IOs. Third, the contributions to this special issue produce original and intriguing
empirical findings. These findings are broadly supportive of our basic theoretical
expectations, but they also suggest important extensions.

To begin with, the contributions suggest that legitimation and delegitimation patterns
indeed are shaped by the institutional features of IOs. Rocabert et al. (2018) demon-
strate how IOs with broader institutional authority are more likely to legitimize
themselves through the creation of parliamentary assemblies, but also how the demo-
cratic composition of IOs matters for this type of behavioral legitimation. Similarly,
Schmidtke (2018) shows how IOs with greater institutional authority are subject to
more intense legitimation and delegitimation in the media, but also how patterns in
such discursive legitimation partly are driven by exogenous events. These results
combine well with other recent findings highlighting how authority drives legitimation
and contestation in global governance (Zürn 2018), and how IOs increasingly engage in
democratic self-legitimation (Dingwerth et al. forthcoming).

Turning to legitimacy beliefs as outcome, the contributions highlight the combined
importance of individual priors, legitimation processes, and IO features. Anderson et al.
(2018) demonstrate how procedure and performance in global environmental
governance affect its legitimacy among citizens, but also how strong priors about the
necessity of environmental action can trump other considerations. Likewise, Nielson
et al. (2019) highlight the role of heuristics in the formation of legitimacy beliefs,
including the familiarity of IOs due to earlier communication about these organizations.
These results tie in well with other recent research underlining the importance of elite
communication and heuristics in shaping citizens’ legitimacy beliefs (Ares et al. 2017;
Dellmuth and Tallberg).

What are next steps for this research agenda as we look beyond this special issue?
We wish to highlight three areas. First, there is scope for additional theoretical
refinement and empirical testing of the relationships we have theorized. As a first effort
to explore how institutional features of IOs affect legitimation processes and legitimacy
beliefs, this volume probably raises more questions than it settles. Integrating complex
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concepts such as authority and legitimacy into a framework for empirical testing
naturally raises questions about measurement that remain relevant. The contributions
to this special issue can only examine some of the relationships we discuss, leaving
others ripe for exploration. We also see a potential for evaluating the expected
associations in other empirical contexts and based on other methods.

Second, we need to consider other factors potentially shaping the legitimacy and
legitimation of IOs. Our framework takes institutional features of IOs as the analytical
starting point and theorizes their effects in a context of individual and societal factors.
Yet there are indications – in this volume and elsewhere – that individual and societal
factors demand more thorough attention in and of themselves (Tallberg et al. 2018).
Individual priors and predispositions appear to matter profoundly for the formation of
legitimacy beliefs (Dellmuth and Tallberg forthcoming; Anderson et al. 2018; Nielson
et al. 2019), just as domestic conditions in IO member states appear to matter for
legitimation patterns, as underlined by Hooghe et al. (2018) in their commentary. We
also see a potential to expand our framework in two other directions, bracketed in the
current version, by considering feedback effects from legitimation processes and
legitimacy beliefs to the institutional design of IOs, and by exploring the relationship
between citizen and elite opinion toward IOs.

Finally, future research should take on the next step in the causal chain by system-
atically examining the consequences of legitimacy. While existing research suggests
that legitimacy matters, as described in the beginning of this article, we know less about
the conditions and mechanisms through which such effects come about (Sommerer and
Agné 2018). This gap also ties in with Hurd’s (2018) criticism of this special issue for
neglecting the distributional implications of legitimacy and legitimation in global
governance. When and how do higher or lower levels of legitimacy among
member governments, stakeholder groups, and the general public change the
ways that IOs operate and affect their surroundings? Addressing this question
requires attention to the multiple types of outcomes that legitimacymay affect – from the
authority, resources, and ambitions of IOs to the implementation and impact of their
policies around the world.
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